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Xavier University is undergo-
ing the process of  planning in-
stitutional change over the next 
ten years. With that change, both 
the vision and mission statements 
of  Xavier are under review and 
revision.
Despite Xavier’s recent under-
taking of  numerous identity proj-
ects such as new buildings, new 
academic chairs and a new Provost 
and Chief  Academic Officer the 
bottom of  the mission statement 
is still tagged with, “Revised 
Aug. 19, 1987”, leaving the 
document untouched for 
24 years.
President of  Xavier 
University, Fr. Michael 
Graham, S.J., has 
delegated the task 
of  revising 
the mission 
to a com-
mittee of  
faculty and 
staff  members, 
co-chaired by 
Dr. Daniel 
Otero, associ-
ate professor 
of  mathemat-
ics, and Dr. Sandy 
Richtermeyer, chair 
of  accountancy and 
business law.
“The University has changed 
enormously over the 
past 25 years,” said 
Graham. “There is a 
new caste of  people 
here and it is time 
for them to reflect 
on the University 
as it is and how 
they would 
like to see 
it.”
Graham said that though his 
predecessor, Fr. James Hoff, 
S.J., believed the Xavier mis-
sion statement to be far too 
lengthy and in need of  revi-
sion, Hoff  was never able to 
delegate the time or effort to 
revise it.
Instead, Hoff  placed a pref-
acing personal statement on 
the mission statement, to 
summarize what he felt the 
true mission of  Xavier 
was.
Graham had 
recently fol-
lowed those 
Xavier University’s mission 
statement under construction
By kEVIN tIGHE
Campus News Editor
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Ten percent bond 
fee posted in the 
amount of $10,000
Marron rape case goes to jury trial
2/22/2010
Marron indicted by 
the Hamilton County 
Prosecutor
11/22/2008 2/14/2009 9/26/2011
Date of the alleged 
first sexual offense Scheduled jury trial
Date of the alleged 
second sexual offense
By JAkE HEAtH
Editor-in-Chief
By LIzzIE GLASEr
Managing Editor
Filed on February 22, 2011, 
case number  B 1100357 State of  
Ohio vs. Sean Marron will go to 
a jury trial at 9 a.m. on Oct. 18 
in the Hamilton Country Court 
House, room 300.  
Marron, a former Xavier stu-
dent, was tried on four counts of  
rape on two separate incidents on 
November 22, 2008 and February 
14, 2009.
The case has undergone sever-
al changes in schedule, including 
two inactive case dates that caused 
the date of  the jury to be pushed 
to a future date.  
According to the Hamilton 
County Clerk of  Courts, the origi-
nal trial was scheduled for Sept. 
29.
According to Registrar records, 
Marron attended Xavier from the 
fall of  2006 to the spring semester 
of  2009. After both incidents were 
brought to the University, Marron 
was expelled during investigation. 
 He returned to campus in 
2010. He was in attendance at the 
University of  Cincinnati, accord-
ing to their registrar, during this 
time of  investigation and also at-
tended Cleveland State University, 
according to Cleveland State 
University Registrar.
See MISSON | Page 4
After nine months of  de-
sign and development, the 
Xavier Office of  University 
Communications, in collabora-
tion with Blackboard Mobile, has 
launched a Xavier Mobile applica-
tion for smart phones. 
The app provides quick and 
easy access to University informa-
tion, including news, sports, maps, 
photos, videos and emergency 
numbers. It can be downloaded 
for free from the Apple iTunes 
store, the Android Market and the 
Blackberry World Store. 
“The app is easily acces-
sible on a mobile device,” Kevin 
LaVelle, director of  web and me-
dia for the Office of  University 
Communications, said. “Since we 
know a lot of  students, faculty, 
staff, alumni and prospective stu-
dents are increasingly looking at 
information on their phones, we 
wanted to make sure that Xavier 
had a space there.” 
The Office of  University 
Communications partnered with 
Blackboard Mobile, an online 
division of  the Blackboard com-
pany that provides platforms on 
which to build mobile applica-
tions and has worked with schools 
such as Princeton, Stanford and 
Duke. The Office of  University 
Communications provides the 
content to Blackboard Mobile, 
which then approved it and sub-
XU releases mobile app
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
Check out the story on Career 
Fair as well as pictures on our new 
website.
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-Paid Advertisement- 
CORRECTIONS
The Newswire strives 
to keep the integrity and 
honor of all in the articles 
we publish.  
In an effort to better the 
paper, please tell us if you 
find corrections that need 
to be made.  
We appreciate your help 
in making the Newswire a 
better newspaper.
E-mail us at newswire@
xavier.edu or call us at 
513-745-3607.
Molly Boes, News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu
In the Sept. 14 issue, 
the picture used in the 
comic on the Op. Ed. 
page was not attributed 
to Sherman Cahal.
Students navigate to God
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By DaviD maxwell
Staff  Writer
XU ranked top 10 
Xavier students recently participated in Navigators’ second annual Experience Retreat for a weekend of prayer, fun, 
community, food and Bible study.
Newswire photo by Jenny Mendoza
For the 17th straight year, 
Xavier University is ranked in the 
top-10 Midwest regional universi-
ties by U.S. News and World Report. 
The rankings, released Sept. 13, 
have Xavier tied for fourth place 
with Valparaiso University.  
Creighton University, Butler 
University and Drake University 
were first, second and third, 
respectively. 
“This type of  ranking pro-
vides a particular kind of  exter-
nal validation of  our work,” Scott 
Chadwick, Provost and Chief  
Academic Officer said. “While it 
does not specifically address our 
success at student learning and 
how we develop the whole per-
son, it does provide indirect evi-
dence of  that success.”
The rankings are part of  the 
2012 issue of  America’s Best Colleges 
put out annually by U.S. News and 
World Report and feature analyses 
of  over 1,600 institutions.  
“The ranking by U.S. News & 
World Report brings national at-
tention to Xavier,” Debora Del 
Valle, director of  public relations 
for Xavier, said. “The fact that 
Xavier has been ranked as one of  
the best in the Midwest (region) 
for 17 years demonstrates to pro-
spective students nationwide that 
Xavier has a strong commitment 
to academic excellence and our 
Jesuit, Catholic heritage.”  
U.S. News and World Report used 
a slightly different system this year 
when distributing colleges and 
universities into categories for 
ranking.  
Institutions were divided into 
national universities, national lib-
eral arts colleges, regional univer-
sities and regional colleges.  
Xavier is categorized as a re-
gional university because it “offers 
a full range of  undergraduate pro-
grams and some masters programs 
but few doctoral programs,” ac-
cording to the U.S. News and World 
Report website.  
Within this category, Xavier 
ranks fourth in the Midwest region, 
one of  four geographic regions 
constructed for the rankings. 
“Our consistently high ranking 
adds to our visibility to prospec-
tive students, their families and 
other schools who are interested 
in emulating us,” Chadwick said.
The rankings were calculated 
using a weighted system that takes 
into consideration undergraduate 
academic reputation, retention, 
faculty resources, student selec-
tivity, financial resources, gradua-
tion rate performance and alumni 
giving.  
Xavier topped Midwest rank-
ings for graduation rate at 79%.  
From Sept. 16 - 19, 33 students 
participated in Xavier Navigators’ 
second annual Experience Retreat 
in Gatlinburg, Tenn. 
The students stayed in a cabin 
from Friday night until Sunday 
morning to participate in the re-
treat that focused on community 
bonding and spending extended 
time with God. 
One way that Navigators ad-
dressed these goals was through 
the Daily Examen, a prayer used 
to look at one’s daily life; what 
God has given to a person, what 
to be thankful for and what to fo-
cus upon. 
Participants expressed that the 
retreat is very different than oth-
ers that have been held by Xavier. 
“How often can you come 
back from a retreat with a new-
found sense of  community? I 
met a new group of  people this 
weekend and had fun while better 
getting to know them and God in 
some of  the most fun ways pos-
sible,” freshman Allie Allen said. 
“The best part was working to-
gether with others, whether it is 
preparing meals or studying scrip-
ture.  Navs gives you a sense of  
security about what you say. You 
can feel confident about yourself, 
your emotions and your feelings 
without having to worry about 
being judged or excluded — I’ve 
never been able to say that about a 
retreat before.” 
Although the key reason for the 
retreat was to help people interact 
with God in meaningful ways, it 
still provided fun activities for the 
retreatants..
The retreat grounds included 
By jenny menDoza
Staff  Writer
a hot tub, a swimming pool and 
an outdoor recreation area to play 
sports.  
Football was a huge part of  the 
weekend for the male participants, 
and prayer was held before each 
game. After a weekend of  prayer, 
community, food, fun and Bible 
study, the group headed back to 
Cincinnati. 
“Hopefully next year I will be 
able to see even more freshmen 
attend. I’m glad to be a leader and 
see everyone grow,” sophomore 
Nakhil Jelaji said.  
Molly Boes also contributed to this 
article.
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President’s campus 
challenge accepted
-Paid Advertisement- 
Continued from page 1
By molly Boes
News Editor
Xavier is one of  about 
250 schools throughout the 
United States participating in 
Pres. Obama’s Interfaith and 
Community Service Campus 
Challenge during the 2011-12 
school year.
The President’s Interfaith and 
Community Service Campus 
Challenge is a new program this 
year.  The White House is launch-
ing this challenge as an initiative to 
encourage colleges to commit to a 
year of  interfaith cooperation and 
community service programming 
on campus and to promote inter-
faith relations. 
On Aug. 3, Rabbi Abie Ingber, 
founding director of  Xavier’s 
Center for Interfaith Community 
Engagement, traveled to 
Washington, D.C. to kick-off  the 
challenge.
Xavier’s program focuses on 
two aspects, namely health servic-
es/healthy living and advancing 
interfaith development.
 Included under the health 
services/healthy living aspect is 
the Guatemala medical mission 
trip. On this trip, students have 
the opportunity to shadow medi-
cal professionals in the field in 
Guatemala. 
A new addition to the trip will 
be the requirement to fulfill a cer-
tain number of  hours at a free 
clinic in Cincinnati.
Included under the advanc-
ing interfaith development aspect 
are the White Rose exhibit, the 
Touching History program with 
Sarah Niemoeller, Back to the 
Bible and the ReelAbilities film 
series. 
“Are we doing some things we 
wouldn’t have without this cam-
paign? Yes,” Ingber said. “We had 
to do this challenge because we 
already do a lot of  work with the 
interfaith community.”
Two teams of  students will be 
helping Ingber with the challenge. 
A group of  24 students compris-
es the ICE leadership cabinet, a 
group dedicated to running inter-
faith programs.
A group of  eight students has 
been chosen to act as the White 
House Council. This group of  
students will oversee and assess all 
of  the programs this year that fit 
under the challenge. All eight of  
these students have served a one- 
year term on the leadership cabi-
net in previous years.
“This challenge is intended to 
create significant energy around 
interfaith and community ser-
vice,” Ingber said. “I’d like to see 
if  we can create relations with 
other Jesuit universities to share 
our ideas and help other univer-
sities form their own Interfaith 
offices.”
On Sept. 15, one of  Xavier’s 
newest clubs and a chapter of  
the Unified for UNIFAT (U4U) 
organization, hosted an event 
featuring a conversation with 
Abitimo Odongkara, the founder 
of  the Upper 
Nile Institute 
for Appropriate 
T e c h n o l o g y 
(UNIFAT) school, 
who thanked 
Xavier for their 
assistance.
“An Evening 
with Abitimo” be-
gan in the Kennedy Auditorium 
with a video portraying the stu-
dents at the UNIFAT School and 
the impact the organization is hav-
ing in war-torn Gulu of  northern 
Uganda.  
Sophomore Meghan Marth, 
one of  the original founders of  
the U4U organization and the 
founder of  Xavier’s club chapter, 
hosted Odongkara at her own 
home for the event and intro-
duced Odongkara as a personal 
friend.
After addressing the crowd 
with an African Acholi greeting, 
Odongkara shared her experience 
with the strife in Uganda and her 
mission to improve her native 
country’s educational system.  
Passionate for working with 
young people, after witnessing the 
effect war had on her country, she 
began her UNIFAT School in the 
town of  Gulu. 
With the help of  the Invisible 
Children movement and Unified 
for UNIFAT, Odongkara’s school 
flourished.  
Recently, all 42 students of  the 
UNIFAT School passed the na-
tional examination that students 
must take in order to be admitted 
into high school. 
This accomplishment brought 
recognition to Odongkara’s mis-
Odongkara thanks XU students
App: Xavier reveals mobile app
sion and efforts. 
“When you help someone in 
Uganda, you are helping them re-
member what they lost in twenty-
five years of  war,” Odongkara 
said.
Odongkara’s passion for the 
children of  Uganda was present 
in her message of  peace, deeming 
her students her 
heroes.  
“I don’t think 
we can live hap-
pily sunrise to 
sunset when, in 
some part of  
the world, some-
one is suffering,” 
Odongkara said.
Odongkara expressed a deep 
appreciation for U4U’s support of  
her educational initiatives to com-
bat the destruction of  war.  
At the conclusion of  her pre-
sentation, Odongkara presented 
Dean of  Students Dr. Luther 
Smith with a plaque made by stu-
dents from UNIFAT School.  
“We will remember Xavier 
University for restoring hope to 
our children,” Odongkara said. 
Kevin Tighe also contributed to this 
article.
By kris reilly
Staff  Writer
“ ”
When you help someone in Uganda, you are helping 
them remember what they lost in twenty-five years 
of  war.
Abitimo Odongkara founder of  the UNIFAT School
-mitted it to the three major mo-
bile markets — Apple, Android 
and Blackberry. 
“Apple, Android and Blackberry 
control about 90 percent of  the 
mobile app market, so having our 
app on those three platforms was 
really important to us,” LaVelle 
said. “We’re really the only school 
locally that has an app available on 
all three platforms, which helps 
us to meet the needs of  all of  our 
users.” 
The home page of  the applica-
tion offers eight icons from which 
to choose: directory, which allows 
users to find faculty and staff  in-
formation and contacts; athletics, 
which offers news, schedules and 
scores for all of  Xavier’s Division 
I sports; events, which offers a cal-
endar of  Xavier and local upcom-
ing events; maps, which provides a 
detailed map of  campus, including 
photos and audio recordings with 
information about each building; 
videos, which connects directly to 
Xavier’s YouTube channel; news, 
which streams the latest Xavier 
newsfeeds; images, which displays 
photos of  items such as athletics, 
campus, Cincinnati and historical 
Xavier that can be downloaded to 
the phone; and finally an emer-
gency icon that offers one-touch 
dials to Xavier’s emergency lines 
and 911. 
The Office of  University 
Communications hopes to contin-
ue to refine the application in the 
future, including a potential inte-
gration of  the X-Cash app that is 
currently provided by the Office 
of  Auxiliary Services. 
-Paid Advertisement- 
“Our goal is to continue to 
make Xavier information as ac-
cessible and convenient as pos-
sible for our users,” LaVelle said. 
“ ”
The past years have been marked 
with all these new buildings raising 
up. But, the energy is shifting...
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Philosophy professor Dr. Wolfe 
expresses nerdiness with pride
BY SAUNTA ANDERSON
Staff  Writer
Xavier Newswire sat down with 
Professor John Wolfe to discuss 
why he considers himself  an “es-
sential nerd”. For the past three 
years, Wolfe has been teaching 
a variety of  Xavier’s philosophy 
courses with a medieval focus. 
Some background information 
on Wolfe includes his graduate 
work at Baylor University in Waco, 
Texas. He also taught there for a 
year before coming to Xavier. 
Since he began teaching at 
Xavier, he has tried to portray to 
his students how philosophy is the 
“glue” between other disciplines 
in academics.
Wolfe appreciates teaching at 
Xavier because he is an advocate 
of  liberal arts education.
“I think Xavier’s core is very 
important not to just provide you 
with diverse facts, but to help the 
students see the complexity that’s 
in their lives, both personally and 
professionally,” Wolfe said.
Wolfe has become renowned 
for his “nerdy” ways.
“I am more of  nerd than any-
one could be in the classroom. 
Anything that can be nerdy, I’ve 
probably been a part of  in one 
way or the other,” Wolfe said. 
Wolfe was not joking either. 
Video games and other “nerdy” 
activities are some elements he al-
ways connects to philosophy.  
“The fascinating thing about 
games is that there is this bud-
ding moral decision that is being 
brought up,” Wolfe said. 
Wolfe said that his favorite vid-
eo game is Planetscape: Torment, a 
game from the late 1990s. He says 
it is based on personal identity and 
the question, “Who are you?”
Wolfe revealed how he spends 
Friday nights at his local comic 
book store, Comic Book World, 
and plays Role-Playing Games 
(RPGs). Wolfe says it is about tell-
ing stories and exploring the ele-
ment of  the human condition. 
“It’s a means of  getting people 
interested in questions of  what it 
means to be human and it’s a fun 
way of  doing it,” Wolfe said.
Wolfe has given presentations 
at other universities relating films 
and video games to philosophy, 
such as the film Zombieland and 
its relation to the ideas of  the 
philosopher Augustine. This past 
year, he hosted some of  Xavier’s 
“Philosophy in Film” series 
events. Black Swan is the film he is 
hoping to do this semester.
 “Feel free to make this sound 
as nerdy as possible,” Wolfe said at 
the end of  the interview. “There’s 
a dude behind the goofy glasses 
and old texts.”
Photo courtesy of suckerpunchmedia.com
Police
Notes
Note of the
Week
Really? C’mon.
Sept. 16 5:28 p.m. – An em-
ployee reported someone was 
smearing feces on the walls of  re-
stroom stalls of  GSC.
Sept. 13 4:12 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood Police to 
investigate a report of  a dispute 
between subjects at the Captain 
D’s in Norwood Plaza. One of  
the individuals was carrying a 
firearm with a permit. They were 
separated and sent on their way.
Sept. 15 3:54 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted a faculty member 
on Dana Avenue near Ledgewood 
Drive who reported that they 
were being threatened by a sub-
ject asking for money. The subject 
was detained and turned over to 
the Cincinnati Police who arrested 
the subject on menacing charges.
Sept. 16 4:03 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood Police 
with a prisoner search at Norwood 
Police Department.
Sept. 19 12:10 a.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood Police 
investigate the report of  students 
acting in a riotous manner in the 
1900 block of  Cleneay Avenue. 
Officers patrolled the area and 
nothing was unusual.
Sept. 17 3:52 a.m. – A stu-
dent observed lying in the middle 
of  the street on Victory Parkway 
near O’Connor Sports Center was 
cited for underage consumption.
Sept. 18 12:29 a.m. – A stu-
dent observed hanging out of  a 
passenger window of  a moving 
vehicle and yelling at pedestrians 
on Montgomery Road and Dana 
Avenue was cited for underage 
consumption.
Sept. 18 4:19 a.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Norwood Police 
with a prisoner search on the 1700 
block of  Sherman Avenue.
Sept. 18 4:34 p.m. – Two ju-
veniles observed playing with an 
emergency phone in South Lot 
ran from officers who tried to 
speak with them. They gave false 
information, were arrested and 
charged with obstruction of  offi-
cial business, making false alarms 
and criminal trespassing.
footsteps, until now.
“[The current mission state-
ment] is kind of  an ‘everything-
but-the-kitchen-sink’ document,” 
Graham said. “It is about twice, 
maybe three times as long as it 
should be.”
Graham requested that all 
University departments met be-
fore Sept. 15 to evaluate the sig-
nificant strengths and weaknesses 
of  the current mission statement, 
in order to provide tangible feed-
back to the mission-revision 
committee.
The revision committee is 
composed of  solely faculty and 
staff.
“More than any group on the 
University, the mission statement 
is an articulation of  the faculty 
and its vision,” Graham said. 
However, Graham will be call-
ing upon the student body for 
criticism eventually.
“[The mission statement] tends 
to be the permanent University 
community saying, ‘here is what 
we are’.” Graham said. “So the 
input [students] can provide us, 
once it is out for feedback, is: 
does this statement truly resonate 
with [your] experience of  a Xavier 
University, at its best?”
Future Strategic Planning
“We are going to be shifting 
gears and undertaking strategic 
planning that will chart the course 
of  the next 10 years for the insti-
tution,” Graham said, “A mission 
statement ultimately is the rudder 
for doing that.”
Along with using the mission 
statement to steer the university 
through the next 10 years, the vi-
sion statement—a summarized 
organizational trajectory of  what 
the University is—and the state-
ment of  the 
University’s 
values will 
be revised 
as the stra-
tegic plan-
ning begins.
Graham 
has drafted 
a version 
of  the potential vi-
sion statement, which he hopes 
to be signed-off  by the Board of  
Trustees around December.
“What this [process] is, is a be-
ginning of  a University-wide con-
versation on where we are going 
next; what the University will look 
like in 2021 and how it is we will 
get there,” Graham said.
Graham is hopeful that this re-
vision process will finalize with the 
end of  the spring semester so that 
the strategic planning can start up 
before next academic year.
“I would love to designate 
2012 as the year of  the strategic 
plan,” Graham said. “That we will 
start it in the spring and end in 
December.”
A time frame for this strategic 
Continued from page 1
Mission: Xavier to change in 10 years
planning has not been established 
,though Graham is hopeful that it 
will be confined to a year.
The University Planning and 
Resources Council  (UPRC) will 
create the strategic planning, as 
that is the founding mission of  
the council. The UPRC is co-
chaired by the Provost and Chief  
Academic Officer, Dr. Scott 
Chadwick and the Vice President 
for Financial 
Administration, 
M a r i b e t h 
Amyot.
The strate-
gic planning 
will change 
the focus of  
the University 
to internal 
construction from physical 
construction, though there will be 
some construction still with Alter 
Hall and East Campus.
“The past years have been 
marked with all these new build-
ings raising up,” Graham said. 
“But, the energy is shifting on 
campus from these sort of  ac-
complishments to a more sus-
tained reflection on who we are 
and what we can do next.”
One of  the major focuses will 
be the financial status of  Xavier.
“We’ve been raising money 
in the past for brick-and-mortar 
types of  things,” Graham said. 
“We are shifting gears to focus 
on the fundamental University 
bank account: so to speak, the 
endowment.”
- Paid Advertisement -
Classifieds
Housing Opportunity
Xavier Students!! Houses 
and apartments available for 
the 2012-2013 school year 
from Flyco Management. 
Great locations close to 
campus, safe properties on 
the XU Shuttle Route. See 
our ads in the Newswire. 
For more information call 
513-731-2800 or visit www.
xurents.com. 
Housing Opportunity
**HOUSE FOR 
SALE**
Five bedroom, two bath-
room house that includes 
appliances. House also 
owns a garage and shed, 
quaint neighborhood and 
10 minutes from campus.
The home is also equiped 
with a finished basement, 
front porch, and plenty of  
yard space.
It’s in great condition and 
ideal for a rental property.
1823 Mentor Ave. 
Norwood, OH 45212
Please contact Nate at 
513-615-2179 for questions 
and details.
Home Account Manager 
Needed
As part of  our expansion 
program, a small company 
is looking for part-time 
work from home account 
managers. The job pays 
$700 a month plus benefits 
and takes only little of  your 
time. Please contact us for 
more details. 
Requirements - Should 
be a computer literate and 
have 2-3 hours access to the 
internet weekly. Also, appli-
cant must be over 19 years 
of  age and must be efficient 
and dedicated to the job. If  
you are interested and need 
more information, contact 
Jennifer Cornwell via email 
at  p.williamsm@hotmail.
com
Housing Opportunity
Available for the 2012-
2013 school year.
3757 Spencer – best 
location!
Three bedroom at 
$1200/month and One 
bedroom @$600/month
Call John at (513) 
288-0427 
Fr. Michael Graham, S.J.
Dr. John Wolfe, a proud nerd, compared Zombieland to Augustinian philosophy.
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CLUB PROFILE:
Pershing Rifles (Battery G-1)
Xavier University is home to 
a Cincinnati-featured Pershing 
Rifles Club. Newswire recently had 
the opportunity to sit down with 
senior Jordan Marks, commander 
of  Xavier’s chapter of  Pershing 
Rifles (Battery G-1) Club.  As 
Marks explains, Battery G-1 is 
much more than just an ROTC 
club.
Xavier Newswire: Is Pershing Rifles 
only for ROTC students?
Pershing Rifles: Pershing 
Rifles is actually for any student 
– civilian or military – male or fe-
male. That being said, all one has 
to do is apply to become a pledge. 
Our pledge period is a five week 
challenge that tests and devel-
ops physical stamina, teamwork, 
drill and ceremony fundamentals 
and a sense of  service.
XN: What kind of  activities is 
Battery G-1 involved in?
PR: Battery G-1 conducts 
many color guards for Reds 
games, Boy Scout demonstra-
tions, parades, high school foot-
ball games and Xavier basketball 
games. Battery G-1 is also try-
ing to compete this year at the 
Pershing Rifle National Drill 
Meet in Baltimore.
XN: What are some of  the goals of  
Battery G-1? 
PR: Pershing Rifles, as a 
national society, works to de-
velop successful military offi-
cers, build camaraderie between 
the Naval, Air Force and Army 
R.O.T.C. programs and give ci-
vilians an opportunity to be part 
of  a military organization with-
out a formal commitment to the 
military. 
XN: What kind of  a commitment 
is Battery G-1 for its members?
PR: Beginning with the intense 
pledge period, members make the 
commitment to meet once a week 
where we discuss administrative 
information, goals and current 
status. Once we have a color guard 
performance on the calendar we 
conduct rehearsals, walkthroughs 
and uniform inspections.
XN: What distinguishes Battery 
G-1 members from the rest of  ROTC?
PR: Battery G-1 members are 
a much more committed group 
of  individuals in ROTC than our 
counterparts. We display a better 
understanding of  customs and 
courtesies and are proficient in the 
basics of  drill and ceremony.  
The Pershing Rifles Club, a club traditionally reserved for the elite of ROTC, is 
best known at Xavier for their color guards before Xavier basketball games.
Photo courtesy Jordan Marks
- Paid Advertisement -
Summary on SGA
Senate Coordinator Elected
With the vacancy of  Senate 
Coordinator left by Legislative 
Vice President (LVP) junior Brock 
McMorran, the student senate 
board voted junior Seth Walsh, a 
three-year member of  the Student 
Government Association (SGA), 
to the position. “I’m honored to 
have this responsibility entrusted 
to me by Senate,” Walsh 
said. 
To See Great 
Wonders Week
A current sen-
ate project is oc-
curring on cam-
pus this week. 
Senior Nick Albin, 
a non-voting 
senator, has 
brought the 
“To See Great 
W o n d e r s 
Week” to cam-
pus. Running 
from this Monday to Friday, the 
mission of  the week is “to re-
new the mission and identity of  
Xavier University by dedicating a 
week during the academic year to 
educating the community on its 
heritage, history and tradition,” 
as is written in the description at 
xavier.edu/sga.
Bike XU
Another senate project, Bike 
XU, which is a joint effort by ju-
nior Senator Kristin Sanfilippo 
and the Sustainability Committee 
to bring bike rentals to Xavier, has 
been delayed because of  a few un-
expected details. However, the ex-
ecutives have reserved $3,000 to 
give to the project once it begins 
in order to cover any additional 
monetary issues. Bike XU hopes 
to roll onto campus in the next 
few weeks.
Elections and 
Appointments
With four vacan-
cies on the Senate 
reserved for first-
years, freshmen 
will be rushing 
into SGA soon. 
Senate elections 
for freshmen will 
be from 8 a.m. 
Sept. 28 to 4 
p.m. Sept. 29 
on the Xavier 
Portal. In ad-
dition to new 
senators, SGA 
will see new Student Activities 
Council (SAC) members as ap-
plications are due this Friday. SAC 
interviews will be held the follow-
ing week.
To find out more on what is hap-
pening in SGA, visit their website at 
xavier.edu/sga. SAC and Senate meet-
ing minutes are available for the public.
Report by Kevin Tighe
Campus News Editor
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Women’s socccer 
nets two wins
With time running out in the 
second overtime, the Xavier wom-
en’s soccer team scored a crucial 
goal. What is more impressive is 
the Musketeers accomplished this 
feat twice this past weekend at 
home. The two overtime victories 
improved Xavier’s record to 5-3 
on the season 
and helped 
them remain 
u n d e f e a t e d 
(6-0-0) at the 
Xavier Soccer 
Complex.
On Friday 
night, Xavier 
d e f e a t e d 
E a s t e r n 
K e n t u c k y 
University 1-0 
after sopho-
more Ashton 
Green scored 
a goal in the 
108th minute of  action. Due to 
college soccer’s “golden goal rule” 
(where the first team to score 
wins), Green’s goal sealed the 
victory for the Musketeers. Head 
coach Woody Sherwood called 
the team’s performance “the best 
of  the season.” The final shot 
was the 21st of  the night for the 
Musketeers, who dominated the 
game offensively and defensively. 
The defense held EKU to six 
shots and only allowed one shot 
on goal. “If  there was ever a game 
that this group deserved to win, it 
was tonight,” Sherwood said.
On Sunday, the Musketeers 
completed the weekend sweep 
by beating Austin Peay 1-0. Once 
again, the women scored a goal 
in the second overtime to come 
out victorious; this “golden goal” 
came from the foot of  sopho-
more Taylor Dearbaugh in the 
101st minute. Her goal, which was 
assisted by senior Jessica Brooks, 
was the second game-winning 
strike for the Musketeers in as 
many games. The defense had 
another strong outing against the 
Governors, who entered the game 
as the highest scoring team in the 
nation. Sherwood called the shut-
out “a great accomplishment.” He 
also praised his assistant coaches 
for their substitution patterns fol-
lowing Friday night’s game.
“They were able to buy our 
starters some valuable rest time, 
which we ended up needing late in 
the game.”
The women return to action on 
Friday night as they look to defeat 
rival University of  Dayton, cur-
rently ranked No. 24 in the nation, 
at UD’s Baujan Field. 
Close matches for volleyball
The Xavier volleyball team 
had the daunting task of  facing 
two undefeated teams in consecu-
tive matches on the same day last 
Friday in Ann Arbor, Mich. The 
Musketeers’ opponents on Friday 
morning and Friday evening went 
into the weekend with a combined 
record of  20-0. 
Xavier rose to the challenge 
with a tournament opening win 
over Texas A&M in a five set 
thriller to hand the Aggies their 
first loss of  the season. 
The win also marked the first 
time any team had even pushed 
the Aggies to a five set match this 
season.
The next team that stood 
in XU’s way was the Michigan 
Wolverines. Michigan, the host 
school of  the tournament, came 
into their match against Xavier 
with a national ranking of  No. 
18 by the AVCA Top 25 Coaches 
Poll, and like Texas A&M, a spot-
less record. 
The match didn’t start accord-
ing to plan for the Musketeers, as 
they dropped the first two sets. 
The Muskies fought back, how-
ever, with a 27-25 win in the third 
set. In the fourth set, they came 
up just short with a score of  25-
23.
Head coach Mike Johnson was 
happy with the win over Texas 
A&M and proud of  the effort in 
the Michigan match. 
Johnson gives credit to his 
team for showing composure in a 
‘raucous environment’ against the 
Wolverines on their home court 
and hopes to have the same ad-
vantage in a five game home stand 
that began Tuesday night against 
Wright State in the Cintas Center.
On Sunday, however, Johnson 
noted that it was a disappointing 
to end the tournament with a loss 
to Toledo.
“Learning to win at this level is 
new for these kids. It takes a level 
of  maturity to understand that 
teams don’t care who you’ve beat-
en or played with. In the Toledo 
match, we lost sight of  that,” 
Johnson said. 
Tuesday night’s victory over 
Wright State served as the last 
tune-up before A-10 conference 
play begins. 
Johnson says that his team 
needs to keep getting better. 
“Our results have shown that 
we’ve made progress,” Johnson 
said, “but we must have internal 
successes.” Johnson explained “in-
ternal successes” as continuing to 
get better throughout the year no 
matter the opponent each match. 
 “It’s nice [to finally have some 
home matches],” Johnson said. 
“We played in some very hostile 
environments on the road. I hope 
our students come up in droves 
to learn how exciting and emo-
tional a volleyball match can be,” 
Johnson said.
The Musketeers will be in ac-
tion next at home this Friday in 
the A-10 season opener at 7:00 
p.m. against Temple in Cintas 
Center. On Saturday, they’ll re-
main at home to face A-10 foe La 
Salle at 4 p.m.
By kyle isaacs
Asst. Sports Editor
By john Wilmhoff
Staff  Writer
”
“
Woody 
Sherwood,  
Head women’s 
soccer coach
If there was 
every a 
game that 
this group 
deserved to 
win, it was 
tonight.
Photo courtesty of Greg Rust
Freshman Aubree Smith led Xavier 
against Texas A&M with 55 assists.
Sabrina Brown, Editor
Phone: 745-3607
newswire-sports@xavier.edu
-Paid Advertisement- 
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    Coach Mack’s 
Tweet of the week
Head men’s basketball 
coach Chris Mack is 
considered one of the 
funniest tweeters in 
college basketball. 
@NewswireSports 
picked their favorite 
for the week. 
@CoachChrisMack: 
Circle K, middle of 
Maine, 1243am, Hertz 
Never Lost just froze 
after getting gas. Last 
45 mins could get 
interesting. Ill leave 
breadcrumbs.
Be sure to check out
@xaviernewswire
and 
@NewswireSports 
for all your latest 
Xavier    news!
Mixed results for men’s soccer
Xavier men’s soccer trav-
eled to Chicago this weekend to 
compete in the Lakeside Classic. 
The Musketeers played No. 
13 Northern Illinois as well as 
Northwestern University, where 
head coach Andy Fleming previ-
ously served as the associate head 
coach. 
The Musketeers began the 
weekend playing the Huskies of  
No. 13 Northern Illinois. Xavier 
and Northern Illinois ended reg-
ulation time with a score of  1-1, 
forcing the game into overtime. 
Xavier then scored in over-
time to win the game and cause 
the Huskies their first loss of  the 
season. 
“In the big picture, this certain-
ly was a strong week for us as we 
came from behind and won, put 
a team away and had a convinc-
ing win. [We] beat the No. 13 team 
in the nation and also got scored 
on and beat for the first time this 
year. These experiences allowed 
us to develop our belief  as a team 
and increased our mental fitness, 
while also allowing us to evaluate 
some things, regroup and make 
sure we are making adjustments 
and improving in what are still 
the early stages of  the season,” 
Fleming said.
Both of  the goals scored by 
the Musketeers against Northern 
Illinois came as the first Xavier ca-
reer goals for two sophomores. 
Sophomore Andy Kaplan 
scored the equalizer to send 
Xavier into overtime. 
Xavier’s second goal came 
from sophomore Gino Depaoli in 
the 96th minute to win the game. 
“Against NIU we competed 
extremely well and handled what I 
consider to be one of  the nation’s 
most physically challenging teams 
very well. We scored two great 
goals and showed a ‘fight and 
bite’ that I had yet to see. It was 
an emotional and thrilling result,” 
Fleming said. 
The game winning goal was 
set up by junior Luke Spencer 
and sophomore Matt Walker. The 
final pass came from Walker to 
Depaoli. 
Xavier’s junior goalkeeper 
Justin Marshall had two saves in 
95 minutes of  play. 
This victory improved the 
Musketeers to 4-0-0 on the sea-
son going into their Sunday game 
against Northwestern University. 
Xavier fell to the Wildcats 2-0 
on Sunday, marking their first loss 
of  the season and Northwestern’s 
third win. 
“We used quite a bit of  fuel 
on Friday, which led to what I 
considered to be a sluggish start 
on Sunday. We allowed two goals 
off  restarts and didn’t deal with 
Northwestern very well once they 
sat in their shell after getting a 2-0 
lead. From myself  on down, I 
don’t think many of  us had a great 
day, yet being on the losing end 
allowed us to tweak some things 
and get refocused for a chance to 
bounce back against IUPUI on 
Thursday,” Fleming said. 
This game came with special 
circumstances for Fleming, as he 
spent three years as the associate 
head coach for the Wildcats. 
“It was a special trip to a special 
place. The relationships I devel-
oped and the experiences, being 
one of  the elite programs in col-
lege soccer, playing in the Big 10 
at such a wonderful institute are 
all things that quickly flashed back 
upon our arrival into Evanston; 
however, what hit me the most is 
how much I grew during my time 
in Chicago. I became a father, 
took part in a masters program 
at NU, lived away from the East 
Coast for the first time and really 
added a few dimensions to myself  
as a coach, especially with regards 
to managing the pulse of  a team 
and having emotional versatility as 
a leader. I felt that Xavier showed 
well and I was very proud of  the 
product that we put on the field, 
with much of  it being molded af-
ter Northwestern,” Fleming said. 
Sophomores Nick Hagglund, 
Depaoli and Kaplan were named 
to the All-Tournament team. This 
was the second All-Tournament 
honor for Hagglund. 
Men’s soccer will return to ac-
tion at 7 p.m. on Thursday at the 
Xavier Soccer Complex.
By saBrina Brown
Sports Editor
-Briefs-
The Xavier men’s golf  team 
celebrated a victory for a for-
mer player this weekend. Jason 
Kokrak, a former XU golfer won 
the 2011 Albertson’s Boise Open 
presented by Kraft. The victory 
marked the first tournament win 
for the former Musketeer on the 
Nationwide Tour. 
Kokrak was the last player en-
tered into the tournament field 
but entered into the final round 
on Sunday tied for the lead. He 
shot a 4-under-par 67 on the last 
day with a bogey-free final round.
Kokrak is currently first on the 
Tour in driving distance at 320 
yards; he also tops the Tour in 
breaking par, shooting under at an 
impressive 26.90% clip. Kokrak is 
second in birdie average, third in 
total driving, and sixth in scoring 
average with 68.95. The former 
Musketeer is also fifth in the all-
around rankings.
After picking up the victory, 
Kokrak moved up on the mon-
ey list from 70th to 13th. If  the 
Charlotte, N.C. native is able to 
keep himself  in the top 25 money 
winners, he will earn the coveted 
PGA Tour Card for the 2012 
season. 
The Xavier cross country 
teams had another strong out-
ing at the 32nd Annual Catholic 
Championships in South Bend, 
Ind. The women placed fourth 
in a field of  more than 30 teams 
while the men finished in fifth 
place. 
Sophomore Clare Fischer and 
senior Caylin Howell paced the 
women’s team with their same 
time of  18:14 17th and 18th place, 
respectively. In finishing first for 
the Xavier women, Fischer beat 
her previous best by 39 seconds. 
Sophomore Anna Alrichs ran a 
personal best of  18:32, finishing 
in 30th place, two spots ahead of  
junior Rachel Clark, who clocked 
in at 18:34.
Senior Keith Albrektson led 
the team with an 11th place finish 
in a time of  25:04, 26 seconds bet-
ter than his time from the previ-
ous year. Only a few spots behind 
were sophomore Tom Ohlman 
and junior Ben Foley, who finished 
15th and 16th places, respectively, 
with finishing times of  25:09.
The women, who scored 128 
points, were only a few points 
behind fellow Atlantic 10 schools 
Dayton (2nd place) and St. Louis 
(3rd place); the men tallied 176 
points at the meet.
success for former XU golfer strong results for XUXC at Catholic Cup
Photo courtest of Greg Rust
Sophomore Gino Depaoli was 
named to the All-Tournament 
team.
September 21, 2011
Briefs courtesy of  asst. sports Editor Kyle issacs
-Paid Advertisement- 
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EDITORIAL 
New App Impressive
The Xavier Newswire is published 
weekly throughout the school year, ex-
cept during vacation and final exams, by 
the students of  Xavier University, 3800 
Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-
2129.
The Editorials are written by a dif-
ferent staff  member each week and do 
not necessarily reflect the sentiments of  
the entire staff. They are also not the 
sole responsibility of  the Opinions and 
Editorials editor to write.
The statements and opinions of  the 
Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those 
of  the student body, faculty or adminis-
tration of  Xavier.  The statements and 
opinions of  a columnist do not neces-
On the Web: 
sarily reflect those of  editors or general 
staff.  
Subscription rates are $30 per year 
or $15 per semester within the USA and 
are prorated.  
Subscription inquiries should be 
directed to the Advertising Manager, 
Jake Garrity, at 513-745-3561.  
Advertising inquiries should be 
directed to the Advertising Manager, as 
well.  
One copy of  the Xavier Newswire, 
distributed on campus, is free per per-
son per week.  Additional copies are 25 
cents.  
Xavier University is an academic 
community committed to equal oppor-
tunity for all persons.
www.thexunewswire.com
First Amendment to the United 
States Constitution
Congress shall make no law respeCting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exerCise thereof; or abridging the freedom 
of speeCh, or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaCeably to assemble, and to petition 
the government for a redress of grievanCes.
Poll Question for next week:
Do you think the new caf is as good of a 
people watching spot as the old one?
Want to 
write for the 
Newswire?
You can send in an application 
any time by clicking the link on 
the “Newswire” tab of the MyXU 
Portal, or by sending an inquiry to 
Newswire@xavier.edu 
Vote Online!
EDITORIAL 
New Mission Statement Needed 
The new Xavier app perplexed us at the Newswire at first. An app for Xavier? Usually there are apps that 
help you pass the time in class, like Angry Birds, or apps for specialized functions, 
like checking scores on ESPN. Not only was there confusion about the main point 
of  the app, but there is always significant reason to doubt Xavier’s technologi-
cal prowess. Let’s be honest, who hasn’t spent hours waiting for Xavier internet, 
Blackboard or the portal to load?
But, once downloaded, the app impressed us. It has many useful features for 
smart phone or tablet users. To begin, the app works—nothing short of  amazing 
for any piece of  Xavier University technology. The app, thus far, has run without 
errors and moves through the main interface to specific functions. Next, the large 
variety of  options from the main menu allows the app to quickly load the main 
interface and get to what you need to find, whether that may be maps of  campus 
or the women’s soccer score from last night. 
Perhaps the most useful feature of  the app is the staff  directory. From the 
interface you can search the directory and find your professor’s e-mail and phone 
number. This will surely come in handy during some time of  panic when you are 
computerless (perhaps in the printing lab?) and frantically attempting to send your 
professor an email explaining you cannot print your homework because the fantas-
tic printing resources available at Xavier “may or may not” be working. 
While this app may not become the newest XU craze, it provides convenience 
and functionality for Xavier students, fans and faculty. It is sure good to see Xavier using technology in a 
creative and useful way. 
There is a sort of  tradition and nostalgia that comes with the University mission 
statement. After all, isn’t the Jesuit education model one of  the academic selling points 
of  our University? But here at the Newswire, we feel like a revised mission statement 
is greatly needed.
For those who do not know, the mission statement weighs in at a whopping 8 para-
graphs. It even comes in booklet form. That’s not a mission statement; it is a thesis 
proposal. Look, we get it Xavier faculty. There is a lot about Xavier that is unique, and 
there is a lot about Xavier that could be mentioned in the mission statement. But that 
isn’t what a mission statement should be about. It should be short and concise, even 
pithy. The new mission statement should cut to the core of  Xavier in a few forceful 
phrases. 
Furthermore, it isn’t like any of  the students know it now, and it isn’t exactly posted 
up on campus anywhere. A right-sized mission statement could even become a major 
selling point for the University. Maybe then we could actually use and display the mis-
sion statement, taking pride in what the University stands for.
It sure is 
good to see 
Xavier using 
technology 
in a creative 
and useful 
way.
Xavier Newswire
“
”
The new 
mission 
statement 
should cut to 
the core of 
Xavier in a 
few forceful 
phrases.
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Many have gawked at the new cafeteria. We all marvel in its aesthetic beauty. Some even question how necessary the expenditures were. But what ever happened to the old cafeteria?  The old cafeteria currently sits empty in a prime space in the Cintas Center. I 
have heard various plans for the old cafeteria, usually in reference to a new workout center. That would 
be nice,  as any student who frequents the O’Connor Sports Center will tell you, the place is in desper-
ate need of  an expansion. But I believe the space would be much better utilized as the main Xavier 
bookstore. 
 To begin, the vacated space in Cintas Center has great advertising potential, with a plethora of  
glass windows to showcase Xavier merchandise. The space also has doors accessible to the outside as 
well as entrance from the inside of  the Cintas Center. This dual functionality allows customers to ac-
cess the bookstore during non-sporting events as well as peak sports games, such as basketball. It also 
has countertops that could easily be transformed from food serving counters into checkout lanes, and 
even the kitchen could house class materials. Lastly, I think having the bookstore in Cintas would free 
up prime space in Gallagher, which has clearly had issues with available space in the past. I think moving 
the bookstore to the space the cafeteria used to be in would make a lot of  sense. Certainly it would make 
much more sense than a workout facility. 
From the editor, mike hills
My Take
T he students of  Xavier University spoke, and the ad-ministration heard. 
After multiple emails, a freeze 
mob and finally a petition with 
over 135 names was turned into 
Father Graham along with a let-
ter that cordially asked him to 
affiliate our University with the 
Worker’s Rights Consortium 
(WRC), we the students have 
achieved our goal. Over the sum-
mer the administration went 
through the process of  becom-
ing a WRC affiliate and as of  
this moment we are the 180th 
University nationwide to become 
affiliated with the independent 
workers’ rights monitoring agen-
cy. But what does this mean for 
our University? 
As a University that “seeks to 
develop…a worldview that is ori-
ented to responsible action and 
recognizes the intrinsic value of  
the natural and human values” 
we are called to continue working 
for change within our University, 
within our community and with-
in our world. The administration 
has begun a relationship that now 
relies on both the students’ and 
the administration’s cooperation 
to ensure Xavier’s growth in en-
Finally, Some Rights
ryan 
lavalley
Columnist
As it was made clear in the last issue of  the Newswire, Sept. 11th is a tragedy 
that the people throughout this 
great nation will never forget. 
It was a cowardly attack done 
by a group of  extremist Middle 
Easterners known as Al-Qaeda. 
The central religion of  this ter-
rorist group happens to be a 
form of  Islam.  Society must un-
derstand that Islam is a peaceful 
religion that does not preach the 
hateful tendencies of  Al-Qaeda. 
Discrimination against the entire 
Muslim population as a result of  
the 9/11 attacks is ignorant.  The 
hate crimes and verbal abuse that 
innocent people of  Islam have 
received since 9/11 are unfor-
tunate and disgusting.  I do not 
condone or support any of  this 
discrimination.
With all of  this stated, I 
An Odd Response
andrew 
Bush
Columnist
Quick Recap
Newswire Staff:
Xavier App Impressive
New Mission Statement Needed
Ryan Lavalley: 
Workers’ Rights For Xavier
Andrew Bush: 
CFJ Response Inappropriate
Mike Hills: 
Old Caf, New Bookstore?
Weekly opinions in a pithy and probably oversimplified yet digestible way
would like to turn your attention 
to something that Dorothy Day 
Center for Faith and Justice pub-
lished on Sept. 9, 2011.  This press 
release was titled “Remembering 
9/11.” I encourage any readers to 
read through this release.  Upon 
being prompted to read this I ex-
pected to hear about heroic sto-
ries and somber remembrance of  
what occurred on Sept. 11, 2001. 
Instead, the release had nothing 
more than a small paragraph to 
acknowledge 9/11.  The rest of  
the release called for campus to 
give remembrance towards the 
aforementioned discrimination of  
Islam.
The release caught me off  
guard. I feel sympathy for this 
claimed discrimination but I 
thought this reading was supposed 
to be remembering 9/11.  As I 
continued to read, I saw the entire-
ty of  the release mentioned noth-
ing more about the 
tragedy on 9/11. 
It only mentioned 
more information 
about accepting 
diversity.  This 
did not make any 
sense to me. Why 
would the CFJ re-
member 9/11 this 
way? I know that 
CFJ celebrates di-
versity everyday— 
that seems to be 
its claim to fame. 
Yet, why does its 
response shift the 
focus from the 
true meaning of  
9/11?
I have no prob-
lem with CFJ 
speaking against 
discrimination, but its release bor-
dered on irreverence to Sept. 11th. 
Their 9/11 statement says at the 
end, “The Center 
for Faith & 
Justice en-
courages the 
students, fac-
ulty and staff  
of  Xavier 
U n i v e r s i t y 
to urge each 
other towards 
our shared 
commitment 
to dialogue 
and diversity, 
especially this 
weekend.”  
I ask 
though, is that 
not what hap-
pened natu-
rally on that 
fateful day? 
Americans of  
all different races, origins and be-
liefs stood together to mourn and 
lend support to those in need.  
The CFJ means well and 
preaches its message of  diversity 
everyday. Some days it just is not 
necessary for CFJ to put its two 
cents in.  9/11 was a generation-
shaping event and it is inappropri-
ate to shift the focus away from 
what happened.  Preaching an al-
ternative message in correspon-
dence to that day is insensitive no 
matter what it may be preaching. 
As long as I live I will always re-
member that day and where I was 
and I will dedicate my remem-
brance to it and the patriotism 
that I felt with millions of  other 
Americans.  There is no need to 
try and use 9/11 for alternative 
motives, that day will forever live 
as a day where America stood up 
together and unified as a country 
under God indivisible and with 
liberty and justice for all.    May 
“Remembering 9/11” truly be 
remembering 9/11.
couraging its Jesuit ideals, protect-
ing and furthering the dignity of  
the human person, moving toward 
more just business practices and 
finally engaging our University in 
a national network that is capable 
of  huge change.
Through cooperation be-
tween United Students Against 
Sweatshops, the WRC and uni-
versities across the United States, 
change can happen. For example 
in 2010, after Nike was faced with 
a contract cut by the University 
of  Wisconsin, Madison, multiple 
threats to do the same by other 
universities, student protests and 
a large scale social movement 
called “Just Pay It”, Nike compen-
sated workers in Honduras who 
lost their jobs without severance 
by paying $1.54 million as well as 
claiming to create more job op-
portunity for workers. This was 
only possible because the workers’ 
voices were echoed throughout 
the WRC’s affiliate schools and 
amplified by the students strug-
gling for workers’ rights.
Now that this University has 
joined the WRC network, we have 
a responsibility to continue work-
ing for the rights of  those individ-
uals making clothing, mugs, key 
chains, lanyards and anything else 
that bears the X. This does not 
mean staging an insurgency against 
the corporate apparel companies 
of  our time, but rather working 
with and pressuring the compa-
nies to change their methodology. 
We as students and administrators 
must be vigilant in responding to 
the reports that the WRC sends. 
If  we work to cooperate with this 
national network, we can become 
a part of  the change we are taught 
is so desperately needed within 
our world. 
Many times we are burdened 
by the overwhelming nature of  
the world’s injustices, but work-
ing with our own University and 
making changes in our local cor-
ner of  the world can have a global 
effect. 
Xavier Newswirearts &entertainment
Luke Giberson
Staff Writer   
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We’re all busy.  We need to 
maximize our waking hours, and 
that includes multitasking for ev-
ery possible task.  
Chances are you spend about 
five minutes each day brushing 
your teeth.  OK, let’s say three 
minutes a day.  Those three min-
utes need to be more productive 
than just gagging on a piece of  
plastic.  
Since brushing only takes one 
hand, let that subdominant hand 
take your computer mouse and 
lead you to some of  these quick 
online comic distractions.
Garfield minus Garfield:
Must-reads: 02/13, 02/16, 
08/30
So simple yet so effective, the 
title says it all.  Dan Walsh takes 
Garfield comics and edits out the 
orange cat, leaving a lonely Jon 
Arbuckle to lean over and scowl 
at nothingness.  
New comics are not posted on 
a regular basis, so it doesn’t need 
to be bookmarked…but it’s worth 
a visit.
Cyanide and Happiness:
Must-reads: 49, 55
The brainchild of  Kris Miller, 
Cyanide and Happiness is a dark, 
sometimes offensive comic in-
volving simple characters with 
even simpler minds.  
What I like about C&H is that 
the strip has developed over six 
years; you can see the maturation 
in the art and humor.
Dinosaur comics:
Must-reads: 8, 387
It’s weird to think that a strip in 
which every comic has the exact 
same six panels of  artwork would 
make this list, but alas, the some-
times-so-absurdist-to-be-not-ab-
surd Ryan North’s Dinosaur comic 
strip deserves its merits.  
Even if  you just read half  of  
each comic, that will be enough 
for you to check how the green 
T-Rex justifies stomping the log 
cabin…every third panel of  every 
single comic.
XKCD:
Must-reads: 112, 123, 162
I would be excommunicated 
from the math and computer sci-
ence department if  they found out 
I was writing an article on online 
comic strips and I didn’t include 
XKCD, so here goes.  
If  you follow it, you know that 
unless you are well versed in elec-
trical engineering and program-
ming in C++, at least one out of  
the three comics each week (it re-
leases Mon/Wed/Fri) is certain to 
go over your head.  
So don’t get frustrated if  you 
can’t understand the premise, 
let alone the punch line, because 
there are other comics like the 
Online Communities Map or the 
Movie Narratives Chart you will love 
so much that you’ll buy the poster 
for $20 and hang it in your dorm 
room.
Perry Bible Fellowship:
Must-reads: Pyro Billy, Happy 
Brothers, Cave Explorer, Skub
My favorite of  the bunch, PBF 
is chock-full of  non-sequitors and 
last panel turns, often towards a 
grotesque punchline.  
Nicholas Gurewitch likes to 
anthropomorphize vegetables, 
fruits, worms and peanut butter 
and jelly.  Go to the website and 
just click “random” a few times – 
you won’t be disappointed…that 
is, until you run out of  new ones 
to read. 
Online comic 
Distractions  
Those of  you know me well 
are aware of  the fact that it isn’t 
abnormal for me to spend four 
or five nights a week in the Hyde 
Park Starbucks here in Cincinnati. 
I would venture to guess though 
that many don’t really know the 
reason “why.” 
Now, undoubtedly, their cof-
fee, at least in my opinion, is some 
of  the best out there. It is always 
fresh and strong and there are 
often different types rather than 
their normal Pike’s Place. 
They had a type called Verona 
in the spring that I found to be 
nearly addictive to both my caf-
feine habit as well as my taste 
buds. 
Yet, it’s not really the coffee in 
the long run that keeps me com-
ing back. 
There are many more educated 
people in the world in the area of  
business so I will not claim to be a 
professional in this field. BUT… I 
will argue that there are, I believe, 
three main “components,”  if  you 
will, that are absolutely necessary 
in this field. 
First, as mentioned above, is 
the product. Starbucks is obvi-
ously successful here. 
Second, for a business such 
as a coffee shop, an atmosphere 
that is conducive for conversation 
and relaxation is required unless 
you want everyone to order “take 
out.” 
Frankly, I like to sit down and 
enjoy myself  instead of  always be-
ing on the run (that must be my 
inner “European” taking over). 
Finally, and most important-
ly, is customer service, i.e. the 
baristas that construct my coffee 
creations. 
I have found that every time 
I enter a Starbucks I am greeted 
with a good attitude, a smile and 
a willingness to speak to me as 
though I’m a “person” rather 
than a source of  income for a 
corporation. 
In fact, I’m even known by 
name to some of  the Starbucks 
employees. I didn’t even have to 
tell them because they asked. (I 
wish I could claim that they knew 
my “regular” drink but since I 
change it up every other time I 
can’t really get on their cases for 
that.) 
So here’s to you Hyde Park 
Baristas. Thanks for taking the 
time to smile, to know me  and 
support my addiction to your 
coffee! 
Thoughts on Starbucks
—STAFF TALK—
Mike Hills
Op-Ed Editor (‘11-’12)
“It really was needed. 
But seriously, hear 
hear for Seattle’s 
Best Coffee!”
What do you think of the new caf?
Patrick clark
A&E Editor (‘11-’12)
“I can’t afford $7.49 
for breakfast...”
Molly boes
News Editor (‘11-’12)
“I have yet to actu-
ally venture into the 
new caf.”
rachael Harris
Features Editor (‘11-’12)
“So much better than 
last year. By a land-
slide!”
Jake Heath
Editor-in-Chief
“Have not had 
the pleasure. I’ve 
heard there’s a 
double sandwich 
line and Eureka 
still works there. 
Can’t be bad.” 
Lizzie Glaser
Managing Editor
“I haven’t eaten 
at the caf since 
freshman year... 
but I’d buy a meal 
plan just for the 
green roof.”
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 Sac Events 
Late Night Movie: Horrible Bosses
Need to improve your life? Check out the solution these 
three friends come up with when they realize their 
misery is entirely the fault of their bosses.  
11p.m., Sept. 22 -24: GSC theater 
Multicultural Food Fair
Hungry? 
Come grab a bite provided by Andy’s Mediterranean 
Grill and catch up on some culture.  
6p.m. – 8p.m., Sept. 28: Greenspace 
Movie on the Greenspace: Grease
Need a hefty dose of John Travolta? Grab a blanket
 and enjoy Dewey’s pizza and rootbeer floats while 
this classic plays on a giant screen on the Greenspace.  
9p.m. – 11:30p.m., Sept. 29: Greenspace 
 Thanks-A-Latte: Open Mic Night 
Think you’re funny? Prove it! 
8p.m. – 10p.m., Oct. 19: Clocktower Lounge 
    For the first time in years, 
Xavier Players, Xavier performing 
arts and Xavier music department 
are teaming up to put on a stage 
production.  
On Oct. 21-23 and Nov. 4-5, 
Players and the two depart-
ments will be staging Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s comic 
operetta Pirates 
of  Penzance, a 
hilarious tale of  
hapless pirates, 
dutiful and less-
dutiful daugh-
ters and blun-
dering cops.
The last time 
Players and the two departments 
worked together was on a produc-
tion of  The Music Man performed 
in 2004.  
They have decided to col-
laborate again, bringing together 
the charisma and excitement of  
Players and the performing arts 
department with the instrumen-
tal flare of  Xavier’s Symphony 
Orchestra.
Pirates, a light-hearted story 
with a lively classical orchestra-
tion, was a natural choice for the 
two departments.  
“Like all of  our other pro-
gramming, we select pieces that 
are representative of  each genre 
that students will encounter in 
their professional careers.  Pirates 
of  Penzance is an important show 
in the history of  musical theater. 
It is the type of  show that sing-
ers will be exposed to if  they con-
tinue their art beyond their college 
days,” music department chair 
Tom Merrill said.  
Not only is Pirates a good rep-
resentation of  what aspiring mu-
sic professionals should expect to 
encounter in their future, but it’s 
also a fun story that any audience 
can enjoy.  
The operetta follows Frederic, 
a young man who is about to fin-
ish his time as a pirate apprentice, 
and the mishaps that befall him 
as he tries to leave his crew and 
win the love of  the major general’s 
daughter.  
All sorts of  ridiculous dialogue 
and campy melodrama occur—
cutting edge comedy for the late 
19th century and still hilarious 
today.  
“It’s sort of  like Pirates of  the 
Caribbean, but the pirates are hor-
rible at what they 
do,” J.J. Long, 
who is playing 
Frederic in the 
production, said. 
There is a 
lot of  excite-
ment for Pirates 
amongst both 
the directors and 
the cast.  
“I love the music!  It is witty 
and very melodious.  I love that 
we have such a fine cast of  beauti-
ful voices,” Merrill said. 
Long is also thrilled about the 
show, “It has gorgeous music and 
hilarious writing, and we have a 
good cast with great people.”  
Should you check out this 
whimsical, endearing musical ad-
venture?  Long seems to think so. 
“It’s going to be a show to see.”
Pirates of  Penzance: 
Music and Theater 
”
“Like all of  our other programming, we select pieces that 
are representative of  each genre that a student will encounter 
in their professional careers.  Pirates of  Penzance is an impor-
tant show in the history of  musical theater.”
Dr. Tom Merrill 
-Paid Advertisement- 
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About 15 years ago, Xavier students found a new way 
to “navigate” through the challenges of  their college 
years. The Navigators, an international and inter-
denominational Christian spiritual group, was 
originally founded by a man named Dawson 
Trotman in the 1930s. The Xavier chapter 
was started by student Mike Neuroth in 
1996. 
According to current Navigators (Navs) 
leader Mark Bruner, the group’s mission is 
“to help students form a deeper relation-
ship with God through the Christian tradi-
tion and to become more aware of  God in-
tersecting their everyday lives.”
“[Our group] welcomes all students,” Bruner 
said. “Our purpose is to join one another in our jour-
ney to understand God through the Christian tradition and be-
come people who are authentic, hope-filled, 
trusting and extremely loving. We have insane amounts of  fun 
in the process,” Bruner said. 
According to the Navs’ website, Trotman especially 
enjoyed the Bible verse 2 Timothy 2:2: “And the 
things you have heard me say in the presence of  
many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will 
also be qualified to teach others.” 
Trotman began his ministry with local stu-
dents and expanded his mission to the United 
States Navy in 1933. Aboard the U.S.S. West 
Virginia, Trotman became acquainted with a 
man named Les Spencer through  teachings. 
The men mounted a campaign to teach to 
others what they had learned through studies 
of  scripture and personal reflections. Soon, their 
mission spread to other sections of  the military, as 
well as other schools in California. 
Today, Navs does not just focus on military personnel and 
students; they also work with businesses and everyday people 
who are interested in their mission. 
The group’s popularity among college students 
is still a big facet of  their mission, and Xavier’s 
group is no exception. “Approximately 40 
members regularly participated in Navigators 
events and meetings last year,” Bruner said. 
He hopes for a bigger turnout this year and 
believes it might happen, considering that 
nearly 100 students showed interest in the 
group on Club Day. 
 “I got involved [in Navigators] because I 
wanted a way to grow my spiritual life in col-
lege,” junior Stephanie Howes, a Navs small 
group leader, said. “The group is a good thing 
to have [on campus] because of  the life change that 
it brings. People in the group are being drawn closer to 
God and Jesus in real ways and that always changes people for 
the better.”
The international Navs’ website says that the 
group’s slogan is “To Know Christ and to Make 
Him Known.” The Xavier Navigators’ group 
does this in several different ways—through 
large group meetings and smaller group Bible 
studies.
The Navs large group meets from  9 - 10 
p.m. on Wednesdays in Gallagher 214. Small 
group Bible sessions also occur on various 
days throughout the week. 
“Our small group Bible studies are struc-
tured to help a smaller community of  people 
grow deeper in their relationship with God,” Bruner 
said. “It requires more commitment because we try to 
develop trust, authenticity and community with one another 
and that is hard to do if  you don’t have a consistent group of  
folks meeting regularly together.”
“We have a weekly large group meeting that is for those who 
want to check out our group without any commitment,” Bruner 
said. “The large group typically will have some kind of  
mixer or time of  musical worship, some announce-
ments and a short talk about something that will 
help people grow spiritually.” 
Freshman Kaela Allton attends the first-year 
small group and loves it. “The community in 
Navs is something I’ve never experienced be-
fore,” Allton said after attending the recent 
Gatlinburg retreat. “The people are amazing. 
They are so welcoming and truly want to get to 
know you. I feel as though I have my own sup-
port system on campus.”
The Xavier group also does some different ac-
tivities that help students connect their spirituality to 
their everyday lives. This past spring, the group went hik-
ing at Zaleski State Park near Chillicothe, Ohio. This experience 
“helps to describe who we are as a 
community,” Bruner said. He commented on the cooperation be-
tween group members to help each other as they trekked the 
trails in a thunderstorm. 
“I saw people building each other up with their 
words of  encouragement,” Bruner said. “I talked 
with people who had experienced much difficul-
ty in their lives and had overcome those diffi-
culties. Our community is amazing and it is al-
ways good to know that no matter what there 
will be people to help you through whatever 
it is that is going on in your life. We are more 
than a group…we are a family,” Bruner said.
Sophomore Elizabeth Krach, a leader of  
the women’s small group, appreciates the impact 
Navs has had on campus. “I see Navs as having 
many reasons for impacting students’ lives, such as 
the sense of  community that is formed on campus, the 
amazing bonds that grow between students and God and the 
going-away trips,” Krach said.
Howes also enjoys the social aspects of  Navs. “My 
favorite part is all the relationships I have made and 
the community it has brought me,” Howes said. “I 
met my roommates through Navs and my best 
friends through Navs. It has really been my 
support group throughout college and I am 
so thankful for that.” 
She also pointed out the leadership op-
portunities that are available through the 
Navs’ leader training programs that enable 
students to help and mentor other students 
involved in the group.
“I have helped Navs’ members through 
tough spiritual questions and had the skills to do 
so through my Navs’ leader training,” Howes said. 
Howes emphasized the fact that “not only does 
Navigators create a large welcoming community, but it also is 
an organization that pours into students’ lives.”
She also commented on the fact that Navs has 
taught her a few things about herself  and her own 
life. “I know what is happening in the lives of  
the other Navs members because Navs teaches 
me to take the time to ask the important ques-
tions and to be open and vulnerable with the 
other members,” Howes said. 
Students who are interested in the Navigators 
group can also check out their Facebook page, Orgsync 
page, their club page on the Xavier website or send an 
email to navigators@xavier.edu. 
By ReBecca Bayens
Staff  Writer
Rachael Harris,  Features Editor
Phone: (513) 348-4992
All Photos Courtesy of Facebook.com and OrgSync.com
Row 1 (descending horizontally): Navs women show off their sweaters in 2010; Row 2: Hula dancing competitors at Luau 2011, staff and small group leaders 2010, Gatlinburg 
2011 trip; Row 3: Sophomore Danny Duncan and junior Alex King at The Original Pancake House; Row 4: Gatlinburg 2010 trip; Row 5: Navs members at the 2011 Luau.
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